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Editor’s Notes 

1 PULSE 

Dear GAVSians, 

Let me begin this issue with great news as well - we received the letter of award from OETC (Oman Electric 
Transmission Company SAOC) for Project Management Services for a period of 2 years with an additional 2 
years extension possibility. This is a maiden order in the Utility sector in the Middle East region for GAVS. 
Congrats to our ME team! 

And, we have another new logo in the US - St. Catherine University located in St. Paul MN, has signed GAVS 
for an ITSM Assessment. Congrats, Terry! 

I have always found that GAVS has the energy to scale higher and work exceedingly well with changes. We 
are growing as a boutique company, and our ambitious growth plans gear us to take on challenges and steer it 
to our advantage. It is a proud moment for us that GAVS was featured as one of the 50 most promising Tech 
Consultants in ‘Consultants Review’. We however know, its not just work at GAVS; we have quizzes,        
competitions, TED videos, and so on, that reminds us to have fun at the work-place and enjoy the work… So, 
friends, let’s go by the GAVS’ internal catchword - ‘work hard and party hard!’  

Its great that today we are more aware of what is happening across GAVS through our intranet, our brand new 
website, and of course this magazine that could truly represent us with more participation from you all.  Write 
in, send us your articles, art, views, comments, we need your participation. Please work ‘MyGavs’ to your   
advantage, make it your place to share your views, humour, and knowledge, anything that you believe you 
would like to share.  

With our signature self-driven enthusiasm and ambition, we are making the change, creating history at GAVS.  
The ‘I am GAVS’ video is a favourite daily watch for me, it reiterates that GAVS is where I want to be. Why 
aren’t more of us there commenting, participating, showing our support? Get into it, dear GAVSians, sign your 
support there, being a part of it is making history… 

Enjoy this month’s edition, it has cool writes from Balaji, Sean, Vijayraj and Manojkumar. Meet Srini from the 
networking team, and his endearing views and important wishes…and this time’s coffee session features Teri 
Jones. 

Thank you all for the wonderful participation in the photography contest, it’s going to make a superb collage for 
our office, and find out the winner. 

Write in, we look forward to hearing from you.  Enjoy the summer…”Summertime is always the best of what 
might be.”  

Bindu Vijayan 



Leaders Speak 

 

we do? for creating a professional and future making organization) and making some significant progress in the       
infrastructure space etc.. are some of the top agenda that we had set and they continue to lead us in the current 
year as we move forward. From an HR stand point, we had launched some initiatives in the areas of Employee    
engagement, Training and development, Employee wellness, GAVS CSR activities and cultural initiatives 
(Communication/High performance/Knowledge sharing/Accountability) 

The ones that really stood out are: 

 Survey by GPTW (Great place to work for) 

 PMS and Salary revision (On time with high precision) 

 Introducing BSC (Balanced Score Card) 

 Associate Forum/people champion initiatives 

The agenda for this year includes some strong focus on HR Policies and processes, skill development of employees, 
attrition management with a clear retention strategy, employee engagement survey and finally HR branding. 

Success means driving whole lot of people with a common purpose and objective, success also means creating an 
impact both personally and professionally. Let’s join hands and make GAVS a ‘Great Place to Work For’ and create 
an impact. 

Good luck for 2015-16. 

Suresh Raman 
Global Head – Human Resources 
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Dear GAVSians; 

Welcome to fiscal 2015-16, the enduring year of challenges and opportunities that will 
put all of us into vibrant thinking and a zeal to accomplish. Let me step back and   
introspect the year just gone by and give a snap shot of what we have been able to 
accomplish and where did we have gaps that need attention and focus going forward. 
We have witnessed quite a few changes in the last financial year. Leadership change, 
GAVS transformation from 1.0 to 2.0 (defining and identifying who we are? and what  



GAVS Updates 

GAVS at Gartner IT Operations Strategies & Solutions Summit 
June 15 – 17, 2015 | Orlando, FL 
GAVS will be participating in Gartner’s premier IT event and is proud to be a silver sponsor at the Summit. We are       
showcasing our infrastructure management offerings that transform enterprises, drive business agility and minimize 
cost.  

Radio Mirchi’s Neon Run – June 13th  
GAVS is a technology sponsor for Radio Mirchi’s Neon Night Run for women’s safety. GAVS presence has been felt 
in many media outlets - hoardings, bus boards, Radio, online portals etc. It has been a majorly helpful branding   
initiative for GAVS. Radio Mirchi was in the GAVS premises for a Employee Engagement event. GAVSians took part 
in fun games and won exciting prizes, including free passes for the Neon Run. 

GAVS featured in Consultant’s Review magazine 
GAVS was featured in Consultant’s Review magazine as one of the 50 most promising tech consultants. Please find 
the details at http://www.consultantsreview.com/magazine/  

Your suggestions are welcome  
We have a Suggestion Box / GAVS’ voice that has been setup in the GAVS premises. Please use this opportunity 
to send in your suggestions. We look forward to having your views. 

GAVS was at the kingdom e-Government Summit in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia 
GAVS sponsored and participated in the 6th Annual Kingdom e-Government Summit on 10th & 13th May, held in 
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. Being a new geography, GAVS had great networking opportunities and great avenues to  
expand in the Middle East region. 

TGIF - Ted Videos on Internet of Things and "How to be awesome at everything you do" were played on 15th May.  

Gavsin.com is Live 
GAVS' new and improved website is up and running. Head to www.gavsin.com and check out our new website and 
all its goodness. 

Coastal Cleaning — GAVS did a Chennai coast clean on 7th June, at the Marina Beach…. 
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http://www.consultantsreview.com/magazine/


Know your Client 

where he transformed the technology organization from three different business units into a single shared services 
team. His various other previous experiences, included launching and supporting new products at Dun & Bradstreet, 
GTech and Svenska Spel/Tipstjanst in Sweden. Patrik is a native of Sweden where he obtained his Masters degree 
from the Royal Institute of Technology.  

About Wiley 
Wiley is a global provider of content and content-enabled workflow solutions in areas of scientific, technical, medical, 
and scholarly research; professional development; and education. Wiley’s core businesses produce scientific,      
technical, medical, and scholarly journals, reference works, books, database services, and advertising; professional 
books, subscription products, certification and training services and online applications; and education content and 
services including integrated online teaching and learning resources for undergraduate and graduate students and 
lifelong learners. 

Investments in enabling technologies are enhancing our ability to deliver must-have content to our customers, making 
it easier for them to discover Wiley's products, services, capabilities, and people. Wiley is rapidly evolving from a 
product-centric company that delivered primarily print products to customers to a customer-centric company that is 
more closely connected to customers and more able to provide them with what they want when they want it.  

Wiley's Global Research business is a provider of content-enabled solutions to improve outcomes in research,     
education and professional practice with online tools, journals, books, databases, reference works and laboratory   
protocols. With strengths in every major academic, scientific and professional field, and strong brands including Wiley 
Blackwell and Wiley VCH, Wiley proudly partners with over 800 prestigious societies representing two million     
members. Through Wiley Online Library, we provide online access to a broad range of content: over four million    
articles from 1,500 journals, 9,000+ books, and many reference works and databases.  

Access to abstracts and searching is free, full content is accessible through licensing agreements, and large portions 
of the content are provided free or at nominal cost to nations in the developing world through partnerships with    
organizations  such as HINARI, AGORA, and OARE. 
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Patrik Dyberg  
Executive Vice President and Chief Technology Officer – responsible for leading 
the Company’s technology functions. 

Patrik is a seasoned professional and was previously employed by  LeisNexis 
Group based in New York where he was SVP, Global Solutions Development and 
led a global team of 1500 team members responsible for development and 
maintenance of a large suite of customer facing-products. Prior to that he was at 
McGraw-Hill as VP, Technology and CIO for the Business Information Group  

Patrik Dyberg  

WILEY 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/


Know your Client 

Wiley's Professional Development business creates products and services that help customers become more   
effective in the workplace and achieve career success. It brings to life the ideas and best practices of thought    
leaders in business, finance, accounting, workplace learning, management, leadership, technology, behavioral 
health, engineering/architecture, and education to serve these communities worldwide. 

Wiley Global Education serves undergraduate, graduate, and advanced placement students, lifelong learners, and, 
in Australia, secondary school students. We publish educational materials in all media, notably through WileyPLUS, 
our integrated online suite of teaching and learning resources. Our programs target the sciences, engineering,   
computer science, mathematics, business and accounting, statistics, geography, hospitality and the culinary arts, 
education, psychology, and modern languages. 

The company was founded in 1807, during the Jefferson presidency. In the early years, Wiley was best known for 
the works of Washington Irving, Edgar Allan Poe, Herman Melville, and other 19th century American literary giants. 
By the turn of the century, Wiley was established as a leading publisher of scientific and technical information. 

With about 5,300 employees worldwide, Wiley has operations in the United States, Europe (the U.K., Denmark,  
Germany, and Russia), Canada, Asia, Australia, Brazil, and Dubai. The company has U.S. publishing, marketing, 
and distribution centers in New Jersey, California, Virginia, Illinois, Indiana, Massachusetts, Iowa, and Minnesota. 
Wiley's worldwide headquarters are located in Hoboken, New Jersey, just across the river from Manhattan. 

GAVS Engagement 
Our key sponsors at Wiley are Susan Choo, John Arrambide, Joanne Profetta, David Belitzky, Sandra Cifrodelli, 
Stuart Johnson, Leo Begelman, Shahid Dalvi and RM heads. We currently have a team of 100+ resources         
distributed across UK, US and Chennai, providing SQA services for all 4 of Wiley’s Business units – Global        
Research, Global Education/Professional Development, Content Management & Technology and Global Enterprise 
Architecture. The team mostly comprises of Test Leads, Test Engineers (manual and automation) and Business   
Analysts, covering the areas of Functional Testing, Requirements Management and Performance Testing.  We have 
been having a good partnership with Wiley for the past three years and look forward to far more constructive years 
ahead. 
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Food for Thought 



Blog Corner 

TECHNOLOGY ON DEMAND 

what the customer wants and how he wants it. Now what does that mean to various types of people? So, for the 
millennial (born after 1985) it is all about information  available as per their choice and on gadgets of their choice, for 
the large enterprises and heavy data processing industry users, while information may be available anytime,       
anywhere, the processing and computation is still through the large and proven web and app servers. The other shift 
which is happening are with duration of projects – none of the enterprise projects get built or implemented over a 
longer periods like 12 – 18 months. Both people and technology don’t have patience beyond a maximum of three 
months.  To address this on-demand technology, stack is taking shape - the infrastructure, the application layers, 
and the usability (relevance and devices) are  transforming. Here is where the whole virtualization is happening, the 
whole concept of device management is  driving deployments and roll outs, the new concepts of developments,           
containerization is evolving. With speed of change and demand of different profiles of users, static approaches no 
longer succeed. An enterprise which expected 1000 user base at start of the implementation phase has now 
changed itself to a 100,000 user base. Now how can we address this scale and in a dynamic fashion?  

In the earlier days, people had to worry about procuring the hardware/software, testing it out, doing rigorous testing 
which was time consuming. The time to market was getting longer and compromising the existence of the product 
itself.  Now a days, time-tested technology is available and are fast. The major breakthroughs are happening, both in 
Information convergence and technology convergence. Parallelism and agile ways of working is driving the models 
and processes for execution. Technology convergence would be what will drive the whole model of execution and 
deployments and also address time to market and scale.  Consider a USB memory stick, wherein you take the entire 
application written by multiple people, work on it in isolation and get the same back to people and they start using 
the newer version and that too quickly.  How nice would that be?  It’s actually happening!   

Technology convergence is really playing a big role, it’s all about, isolating and identifying the needs of the user, 
making it self-sufficient in terms of how it can be created and deployed, working in an virtual and yet isolated mode 
without disrupting the regular enterprise, making all relevant changes and refreshing back into the enterprise. Now 
how can we get this convergence working along with the USB memory stick concept which we discussed earlier.  
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Balaji Uppili 

In today’s world, ‘technology on demand’ is the key, and users are choosy that both 
information and technology of their choice is available. It is no   longer about having 
to use an application web server in a particular way, it’s mainly about how         
comfortable an user is in using a technology, and can the technology provide what 
he wants rather than the technology driving what standards are. Typically          
applications are built using standard industry benchmarked approaches of n-tier   
architecture, however these do not drive technology decisions today. It is always  



Blog Corner 

This concept of technology convergence is driven by a new yet powerful concept of ‘containerization’, localized 
changes happen, best practices or principles are adopted, integration and any inherent changes take place and the 
whole solution/deployment is brought back to all in the enterprise. The advantage is: one, it doesn’t disturb your   
day-to-day work, two, it is faster and quicker and third the entire organization is safeguarded with any issues/defects/
malfunction. While time to market is addressed and integration across technologies are taken care, the whole aspect 
of roll back and risk management is also automatically taken care.   

Recently, Google has made forays into this whole container world, it’s a physical container where all the code is   
isolated, moved to a container, work somewhere, on a virtual but core OS where you can deploy it, test it, then push 
it back from where it came, it’s all there!  So, where you need to be faster in deployment and also to provide the 
reach of the changes, technology convergence is happening.  Now visualize this – cloud brings in a significant 
amount of “on demand” approach and on top of this technology convergence brings an additional layer of           
virtualization and “on demand”.   

Broadly these are the trends which are happening. One is, information available anywhere and on the palm and the 
way the end user wants it and other is technology on demand through virtualization and convergence. Of course, 
underlying, there’s a huge amount of technology disruption which is happening - the whole release management, 
deployment management, everything changes.  It is actually changing the behavior of the organization now a days.  
CHEF, PUPPET, SPLUNK are trends towards convergence that are taking us into a different world of execution and 
experience. The way of doing business is changing very fast and ‘Technology on demand’ is the key.        
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Food for Thought 
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Sean Hearne  
fear and nervousness, achieving quality communication, and the roles in an agile team. 

Participation and Accountability  
In order to be a strong contributor on an Agile team, we must participate. While “participation” may sound obvious, it 
is often difficult to take personal accountability for prioritization and planning if this has not been a long-standing work 
habit. This is especially true if a person is used to being told what features are going to be developed, when they are 
going to be developed, by whom, and how long it should take. One of the main principles of an Agile team is that it 
is self–guiding. Wow – this means people are going to want and will ask for my ideas and commitments. That might 
make me nervous if I have not been asked to contribute in that way before.   

Fear and Nervousness  
For an Agile team to be effective it must overcome any fear and nervousness about  participation. The individuals on 
the team must feel empowered to make commitments on planning deliverables and estimations. We have to       
engender an environment of trust where the team members understand it is OK to miss an estimate – while it is not 
proper to pad estimates for fear of missing it.  It’s a small nuance but by fostering this trust between the team mem-
bers and even with management, people will be more willing to participate and make commitments and provide their 
valuable personal input (which sometimes goes hidden when trust is not present).   

Quality Communication  
The best way to get people to start talking is to have them all in a single location together and to conduct regular 
scheduled meetings. When this is not possible physically…design a virtual meeting room and hold regular        
meetings.  Make sure additional tools are there for collaboration like dashboard panels, notification tools, wikis etc. 
Anything that is a value added tool should be considered. With time and trust the team members will communicate 
frequently amongst themselves without the need for formal meetings. There is a standard daily meetings called 
the ’standup meeting’ or ‘daily scrum meeting.’   

In daily scrum meetings, individuals report what they accomplished yesterday, what they plan to accomplish the next 
day, and if they have any blockages or questions. While this may seem like over–communication to some people, it  
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AGILE 

Continued from last month’s article…. -  

Agile is the name of a project execution methodology that can be applied beyond 
software development projects. For the purpose of this discussion let us focus on 
GAVS and the fact that we have developers who are programming on various 
teams specifically in a software development environment. This month’s GAVS 
Pulse article focuses on how to be a solid contributor on an Agile software      
development team. The key areas covered are participation and accountability,  



Blog Corner 

is not over communicating for an Agile team.  Agile team members are by design meant to be aware of what each 
other is working on day to day – perhaps not every detail but certainly the features and interactions/dependencies 
between components. The idea is to make sure people are aware of current and upcoming work and able to help 
each other solve blockages. That’s right, I don’t have to be on an island by myself. There is a person with a specific 
role on the team called the scrum master. One of his/her key responsibilities is removing blockages for individuals 
on the team.  Let’s take just a moment and look at the key roles in an Agile team.  

Key Roles for an Agile Team  
The three key roles are the Delivery Team itself, the Product Owner and the Scrum Master. We look at the roles in 
brief here and will dive into each one in more detail next month. We will also look at how Agile teams operate. 

The Delivery Team  
 Is composed of: whoever is needed to complete the product increment- Developers, Analysts, Designers,    

Testers & QA people, Tech Writers, Usability Engineers, Architects, Other contributing experts, Business people, 
and  Product Owner 

 Typically 5-8 people  (ideal is 7 +/- 2 people) 
 Effective teams of 3 or 12 are OK 
Members are full time, dedicated team members 

Product Owner  
Is a single person with authority to make decisions about the product. He is responsible for success of the product, 
represents the voice of the users and the customer. He never (ever) produces estimates on behalf of the delivery 
team.  

Scrum Master 
Is a servant leader. Is not the decision maker, cannot commit to dates, budget, profit, facilitates the team and    
stakeholders to make decisions and commitments.  Acts as chief communicator.   
Here is a link one more time if you want to learn more about the Agile SDLC before the next issue of GAVS Pulse.  
In the next edition, we will deep dive into the above roles. 
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Food for Thought 

https://gavsinglobal.sharepoint.com/sites/delivery/_layouts/15/WopiFrame.aspx?sourcedoc=%7BAAA277A3-F5A5-4AF2-ADBC-54EB030232C9%7D&file=BigData%20SH%2011-2014.pptx&action=default
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Vijayraj Palanisamy 

SignalR 

shaking, which can be avoided using SignalR. Only first request takes times to handshake and then it maintains the 
connection between server and client constant, called as a “Persistent Connection”. Technically this can be achieved 
using the web socket level data transmission. 

SignalR has been taking the .NET world by storm, so there's a good chance you've seen it in action by now, or at 
least heard something about it. For those who haven't, SignalR is a library that makes it extremely easy to add     
real-time communication to your applications. This means your servers and their clients can push data back and forth 
to each other in real time. This opens up a whole new world of possibilities for applications that simply weren't     
feasible in the past, and allows you to interact with your users on a whole new level. There are many different   
mechanisms under the hood for achieving this type of communication (depending on what the client supports), but 
SignalR abstracts all that away for you. Instead of dealing with that, you're provided with a simple API to develop 
against, letting you get started quickly and concentrate on the fun parts when building your applications. 

WebSockets is the most efficient mechanism, because it supports full two-way communication and is supported by 
most modern Web browsers; SignalR, however, will degrade automatically to the best option supported by the client. 
If you're running SignalR on top of IIS, it's worth noting that to take advantage of WebSockets, you need to be    
running at least IIS 8. 

It is also important to remember that the clients of SignalR application aren't restricted to just Web browsers. SignalR 
provides client libraries for .NET, JavaScript, Silverlight, Windows Phone, Windows RT and even iOS and Android 
through Xamarin. To make the deal even sweeter, all client libraries based on C# -- all but the JavaScript client -- 
share a lot of code and provide a common API. This means that you can write SignalR client code that's portable 
across many different platforms, which is very powerful. 

The concept of the “static” web went away a long time ago.  When web developers started looking towards jQuery to 
build “ajax” web applications, we hit a wall where an instance of a page was a dynamic object to be manipulated. 
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I read through the Microsoft technology from Visual Studio magazine site which is 
currently the growing trend for real time application development based on the  
concept of Hubs. 

It is very interesting and a new technology for many platforms. Now, SignalR has 
been made available to Android and Java developers via SDK from Microsoft 
Open Technologies. As an application developer, we are working on the direction  
of data for raising the request from client to server and getting the response from 
server to client. For this we need to wait for every connection request for hand— 
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SignalR is a framework for building asynchronous applications. For web developers, that means I can build         
applications that break the request-response cycle of the web and move to more of a one-on-one connection that old 
client server architectures used to offer. 

The mistake a lot of developers make is assuming that SignalR is strictly for web.  That’s incorrect.  For a server 
infrastructure, ASP.NET is the most common way to building the applications.  However, you can also self-host    
SignalR and also host using the OWIN standard. 

As far as clients are concerned, JavaScript is the main way.  In fact, it’s 100% all JavaScript.  I do make a point of 
touching on the fact that SignalR is also support in Silverlight, Windows Phone, iOS, OSX, and even in regular 
C#.  If you have a single server implementation, you can use multiple clients to connect to it. 

To conclude, in future application development, the data would be realistic and on-time based on the Web Socket 
level communication. 

 

Food for Thought 
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Manoj Kumar 

BEING AN IDEAL SOFTWARE PROGRAMMER 

banking, the software industry has been of immense help to almost every industry, the major contribution being in 
saving time, given its precious nature. Tracing back the history of software programming, one of the languages that 
developed in the 1950’s, that garnered widespread acclaim, was FORTRAN developed by the software giant IBM. 
True to the proverb “Necessity is the mother of invention”, the evolution in software industry happened as the     
complexity of real-life problems increased – newer ideas emerged, newer theories proposed, new perspectives 
evolved, all of them promised to offer better solutions to problems.  

Paradigm Shift 
The paradigm shift happened when assembly level languages were outwitted by compiler languages, like C, C++. 
The speed has to be compensated, at the cost of portability owing to umpteen variations in computer architecture. As 
programming languages evolved, a great emphasis was laid on how the art of programming should be developed. 

Understanding the Problem 
A software program could be classified into various categories – it could be a scripting program like Shell scripting, 
Perl scripting for quick-fix solutions; it could be a procedural/object oriented program to develop complex applications 
like C,C++,Java ; or a simple markup language like HTML,XML for building web-sites. Each language is designed to 
solve a type of problem. Whatever be the type, a “programmer” needs to know which language to choose to solve a 
problem, rather than choosing an arbitrary one.  Once the choice is made, the next big thing is to “understand the 
problem or requirements” – the programmer, at this stage, should listen to what has NOT BEEN said – the        
programmer has to look at various angles & perspectives to the problem, i.e., take a holistic approach to           
problem-solving, rather than be just obedient to what the problem demands. Building a flowchart first, probably with a 
pen & a paper, can catch hold of any leaks or bugs in a program much beforehand. 

Program Development 
The next stage, the program development, demands technical competence of the programmer – to solve a problem 
using the chosen language, the language should be understood by him in its entirety. Complex nesting of if-else-if 
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History 
Gone are those days when people have to scramble through pretty long list of     
documents to search for ,say, individual person’s details with an account number, 
not to mention the long time it takes. Thanks to the advent of computer (by 
Charles Babbage in 1822) & software programming, a less-than-a-minute search 
would reveal the person’s details, that too, in a more presentable way.  Banking 
& software industries go hand in hand with each other – former evolving due to 
latter & latter evolving on its own due to former’s ever-growing needs. Not only  



could be replaced by an already-existing function/module that the language provides. Care should be exercised that 
the program not overloads the CPU – it should be made as light as possible by the choice of programming         
constructs he makes. Preferring a recursive call to a function or an infinite loop usually turns out to be a bad choice 
– there should be an “exit” point somewhere. Any variables declared should solve its purpose – the identifier 
“incrementPopulation” is preferred to “counterForLoop”. Variables having global scope and those having local scope 
should be unique – there should be no “wastage” of variables – any “unused variables” should not find mention in 
the program. The functions and modules he develops could be made “legendary” – if a function strips out new lines 
from a file, that could be made a library method – so that he “leaves a legacy” for other people to use it.  

Documenting your Code 
Understanding Arabic language is easier than understanding a poorly indented, poorly documented code. With the 
latest language Python enforcing the programmer to indent its code, you can understand how “important” it is to   
indent. You build a fortress to defend yourself – you may get lost in your own fortress if you don’t give guiding     
directions, especially, when your enemy has besieged your fortress. Similarly, when you intend to make future     
enhancements (say, after 5 years) to your code, you may get lost in understanding it unless the code is not       
commented or documented. At the same time, it shouldn’t be too much descriptive lest it making the code ugly – 
after all, the author or a peer programmer reads the code – not a coal miner.  

Check for Bugs 
The final stage is testing your code – writing detailed test cases mapping to the requirement & testing against your 
test cases could reveal a lot of bugs than you expected. This stage assumes much significance, given that the     
testing results speaks of the code you have written. 

Final Words 
One of the eleven fundamental duties of our Indian constitution solicits its citizens to “strive towards excellence in all 
spheres of individual and collective activity so that the nation constantly rises to higher levels of endeavor and 
achievement”. We can imbibe that to ourselves, for becoming a “great” software programmer, to be an asset to the 
organization in which we work, and in turn, to the nation.  

Blog Corner 
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Food for Thought 



Project Updates 

Wiley  
Wiley had organized an innovation challenge, in which GAVSians from Wiley had a good participation. This was a six 
months rigorous process, wherein the ideas were reviewed thoroughly and then finally selected by Wiley leadership 
team. Among the 21 final ideas selected across Wiley for implementation, GAVS’ 2 ideas were selected which were 
contributed by Navneet (Tools Manager). This was indeed a great honor. The two idea are as follows: 
Bug Day Fun: Planning a bug day before every main release.  
Grooming Mentor-mentee relationship across-geography: Increase the flow of knowledge and develop talent,      
company wide—overcoming geographic barriers by fostering collaboration and promoting cultural intelligence. 

Advanced Energy  
AE has acquired Hitek (www.hitekpower.com) in the recent past which has operations in UK, USA & Germany.  

GAVS has successfully migrated Hitek – US operations into central SAP system which went live on June 1st. Now 
the team is working on migrating UK & German entities. Kudos to Prakash! 

Art Corner  

Chalk Carving by Sivabalan – CSG Team 
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http://www.hitekpower.com


Coffee with... 

Teri Jones 

15 PULSE 

We decided to ‘coffee with’ Teri Jones, the lovely lady from our Denver office. Teri 
is part of our Finance team, a GAVSian who believes we should, in due course 
involve ourselves more in community service. 

Teri was born in Denver, and is proud of her family history that traces back to the 
Revolutionary war, from her father’s side, and her mother’s family homesteaded 
land in Colorado around 1880. Teri’s maternal grandparents came to Colorado as 
small children in a covered wagon. Teri says, “The  history of both sides of my 
family helped me realize that you can do anything once you apply yourself.” That’s 
the lady for you, very positive and full of verve!   

Teri has over 20 years of work experience, and chose to do her “lessons in action”, from workplaces she was a part 
of, learning new things, taking in changes and challenges in her stride.  She likes to read and listen to music in her 
free time; she says “both allow me to think about something else entirely” … that probably applies to most of us; we 
go through our favorite music with a hundred different thoughts that energizes our focus on where we want to be. 
Her interest in books is quite varied – business analytics, psychology, religion, fiction, tech articles on latest gadgets 
and trends…Her favorite author is David McCullough.  Her music collection ranges from Bethoven to U2, Black 
Eyed Peas, Kongos, LMFAO, Led Zeppelin!  

When asked what advise she would give the rest of the world, Teri says “I would tell the world to never give 
up.  Life has its ups and downs.  Just as the weather changes so will your life.” Her positivity comes through cool 
and vibrant, and I think ‘simple mantras packed with strength’! 

Teri would like GAVS, at an appropriate time in future, to setup a college scholarship for needy tech students, and 
provide tech equipment to elementary school children in impoverished areas.  Further, this can be done by each of 
us individually as well.  She suggests that GAVS have a committee select a winner and have a small ceremony for 
the recipient / recipients, a project similar to those conducted by the Boys & Girls clubs in areas that are           
impoverished, to provide a safe place for children to go after school, where they are provided computers, games, 
etc., for the children “so they can dream about who they want to become as an adult.”  

She likes that we GAVSians are “passionate about our work and work well together.  Everyone at GAVS is very 
friendly and willing to answer questions – no matter how dumb.”!!! Isnt that cool, and we live RITE our GAVSian 
way?  

 

Bindu Vijayan 



5 Questions 

Srinivasan S 

2.  Who has inspired you most and why? 
In office it is Sridhara. He always seemed Larger than Life for me. He is like a dictionary, he can talk on   anything 
you ask him. I want to become someone like him. 
Outside office, it’s always my dad. He is a wireman in BSNL and a very dedicated person. My parents have raised 
us (me, my brother and younger sister) all by themselves. Though our beginnings were small, my dad ensured we all 
had very good education, and all that we needed. We were their world and they live only for us. I am very proud of 
my parents especially of my dad. 

3.  If you are given 3 boons what would you ask for? 
 The strength and wisdom to be honest at all times, 
 That every need is met for every single person, 
 That my Dad and Mom are healthy, happy and live long. 

4.  What was the last gift you gave someone? 
Speaker with some Hindi songs loaded in its memory. It was a team gift. Rahul and I remembered how the person 
whom we were to gift loved to hear songs, especially Hindi songs. 
The other gift is a dress and handbag I got for my sister from Bangalore. I always get something for her whenever I 
travel. 

5.  How lucky are you and why? 
I am very lucky. I have always received what I have needed. So I am very happy and lucky. 

Good Luck Srini, from our Pulse team to have a very happy, successful and contented life always.  
 

Susanne Roseline Mary 
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Srinivasan S is a System Engineer and part of our internal IT division for the past 
four years. GAVS is his third company and he says it is one of the best that has     
happened to him in all aspects.  
Come, let’s get to know this simple, humble, thoughtful and responsible person 
through this short conversation. Below are the five questions we asked  
Srinivasan. 
1.  Who is Srini? 
“A responsible person”, any valid request is of utmost importance to me and I strive 
to complete them on time. 



Weekend Gateway 

Weekend Gateway — Andaman and Nicobar Islands 

Are you among that lucky bunch who has the option of taking a week off, but just can’t zero in on a vacation spot? 
Have you given the Andamans a thought? No? Well, you should. In fact, take that thought out of your mind and go 
ahead with booking your tickets. Yes, Do it right away. I am not attempting to overwhelm you with my               
overzealousness with the place, nor am I trying to sell Andaman to you as a tourist place. But, I am coaxing you to 
pamper yourselves with one week of cherished memories.  

The Andaman & Nicobar Islands, an archipelago in the Bay of Bengal are a group of 572 islands, only 34 of which 
are inhabited. Being far away from the Indian mainland, the Andaman Islands were established as a penal          
settlement by the British in mid 1850s, with the infamous Kaala Pani being set up in 1906. One will find a few      
remnants of the bygone days, but the serenity and exquisiteness the islands exhibit transcend the miscellanies of the 
blemished history. A place that was relegated as a hub for the ostracized is now an immensely welcoming vacation 
spot.  

How to Reach 
Veer Savarkar International Airport in Port Blair, the capital city, is the gateway to the Islands from the Indian     
mainland. Flights operate from Chennai, Kolkata, and Delhi on a daily basis. For the slightly adventurous and the 
ones with oodles of time, you could take a passenger ship from either of Chennai, Kolkata or Vishakapatnam. The 
voyage takes 50-60 hours, and is generally not advisable.  

What to see / do 
As you begin your descent towards the Port Blair airport, you will lay witness to a plethora of small atolls and islands 
filled with greenery.  Akin to a freshly broken Lego construction, the sight will be pleasant to your eyes and filled with  
promise. The first thing that would hit you about the city is that it is slow-paced, and about 20 years back in time, an 
escape from the hustle of a metro but just the right amount of jazz to keep you moving. That’s exactly what you 
would look for in a vacation, right? 
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Weekend Gateway 
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Beaches and History galore, there is a lot to do in Andamans. Hit yourself with a bout of history by visiting the      
Cellular Jail memorial in Port Blair. A dark, depressing peek into history, this will give you some understanding on the 
significance of the islands in India’s march to independence and an elevated respect for our freedom fighters. There 
is also lots of scope for island hopping, beach surfing and museum vaulting. Give the Chidiya Tapu (30kms from Port 
Blair) an early morning visit for some bird watching. The tranquility of listening to the variety of bird-calls will give you 
the most soothing start to a day. Then there’s the Corbyn’s Cove beach where you could do some water scooting for 
cheap. 

Ross Island, a Japanese settlement in the early 1940s has an abundance of trees, squirrels, deer and dogs. I say 
this because it is also home to one amazing lady, Ms. Anuradha Rao, who is the sole guardian of the island and its 
furry inhabitants. She would make it a worthwhile experience.  

Then, there is the North Bay Island which will be your one-stop for some exciting water sports. Banana boat rides, 
motorboat rides, water scooters, and scuba diving. Most operators are locals, and you can hand yourself an awe-
some deal with some negotiation.     

For every vacation spot, there is always a crowning jewel. Havelock Islands run away with that title here. A 2 hour 
ferry ride from Port Blair, Havelock is the closest you will get to Hawaii in India. Radha Nagar beach, rated as the top 
beach in India, with its crystalline waters and unblemished sands would nuzzle your minds into complete submission 
to its untarnished splendor. An experience not to be missed. The Andaman and Nicobar Islands is close to the per-
fect location for a week-long vacation. And it is much better   experienced than read. So, go book your tickets. 

Fun Fact 1: The Andaman and Nicobar Islands are nearer to Thailand and Burma, than to the Indian mainland.  

Fun fact 2: It is home to the Sentinelese tribe, the only surviving pre-Neolithic (before 10,200 BC) tribe in the world. 

 

Jegannath Ramanathan 



Off the track 

Poem 

“You came out of a mud pot 

I saw your eyes blinking 

Remember your senses can feel not 

Without a brain that's thinking! 

  

You came out of a mud pot 

With memories from the past 

Remember your brain can think not 

Without a soul that will forever last! 

  

There is no reason to fear 

At death, far or near 

Why worry about near & dear 

The one sheds only a worn out gear!” 

                                                                                                                                        By Harish Kumar—Middle East Team 

Art Corner  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                            By Jegannathan’s daughter , Bhargavi 
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Write it and Win it  

Story Writing Contest  

We tried bringing out your creativity through the camera lens the last time around. This time, we thought we will have 
you use pens.  

A short story writing contest. To make it more interesting, it has to be a horror story.  

 Theme – Horror  

 Word count < 500 words  

 No plagiarism    

 Impeccable spelling and grammar is a must  

 Only one entry allowed per person  

 Last date for submission : 22nd June, 2015  

Please send us your entries to Pulse@gavsin.com. The winning entry will be published in our next edition, and will 
have another surprise gift. 

Winner of Photography Contest  

We had an overwhelming response to this contest.  

It was great to see so many wonderful photographers and “posers” in GAVS, conveying so many different          
expressions.  

And, the winner of the contest is Subashri Ramachandran for this beautiful picture, conveying happiness.  

She will be awarded with a Flipkart voucher worth Rs. 2000/-.  

Congratulations Subashri ! 

 

 

 

Terms: 
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Work Anniversaries 

1 100005 R.K. Sathishkumar 15-Jun-98 17 

2 100027 Bader Hamed Musallam Aibahri 1-Jun-03 12 

3 100058 Prakash Kodali 10-Jun-05 10 

4 100250 Joshua G 1-Jun-10 5 

5 100254 Mathan. P 9-Jun-10 5 

6 100260 M. Udhayakumar 16-Jun-10 5 

7 100267 V. Saravanan 28-Jun-10 5 

8 100661 Srinivasan R 1-Jun-11 4 

9 100663 Kombaraj Arumugam 6-Jun-11 4 

10 100688 Sathish Kumar Kuberan 15-Jun-11 4 

11 100714 Raj Babu D 24-Jun-11 4 

12 100697 Shoba Reddy Shankar 27-Jun-11 4 

13 100707 Selvakumar Rathinam 29-Jun-11 4 

14 101137 Rahul Kannan 1-Jun-12 3 

15 101145 Rajamaruthu Balasubramanian 1-Jun-12 3 

16 101166 Ludovique Walton 1-Jun-12 3 

17 101139 Bharathidasan Meenakshisundaram 3-Jun-12 3 

18 101149 Viswanathan Perumal 7-Jun-12 3 

19 101150 Ramkumar Rajendran 7-Jun-12 3 

20 101151 Murugan Arunachalam 7-Jun-12 3 

21 101153 Narasimha Shenoy D 8-Jun-12 3 

22 101152 Aruna Nandakumar 11-Jun-12 3 

23 101167 Madheswaran R.B 15-Jun-12 3 

24 101165 Lalithakumari Thathireddy 18-Jun-12 3 

25 101196 Rajkumar Neelakandan 29-Jun-12 3 
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